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INTRODUCTION

Evolutionarily related proteins generally retain a terti-

ary fold that is more conserved than the amino acid

sequence.1,2 Structure is related to function; hence, pro-

teins with similar structures may also share a common

biological activity.3 As a result, the identification of a

homolog is a very useful means to infer the function

and/or predict the structure of an uncharacterized pro-

tein. Many databases exist that classify proteins into fam-

ilies by their structures, including but not limited to

SCOP,4 CATH,5 DaliDB,6 PASS2,7 MMDB,8 ASTRAL,9

HOMSTRAD,10 and LPFC.11 A review from Orengo

and Thornton provides a very thorough discussion of

protein evolution from a structural standpoint,12 and

another recent review stresses that the classification in an

evolutionary context is still an open problem.13

An appropriate structural superposition provides a

means to compare the similarity or dissimilarity between

protein structures. However, to perform a structural

comparison, the corresponding residues (atom pairs)

between the proteins must be determined. This task can

be accomplished (1) in a sequence-dependent manner
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ABSTRACT

An appropriate structural superposition identifies similarities and differences between homologous proteins that are not evi-

dent from sequence alignments alone. We have coupled our Gaussian-weighted RMSD (wRMSD) tool with a sequence aligner

and seed extension (SE) algorithm to create a robust technique for overlaying structures and aligning sequences of homolo-

gous proteins (HwRMSD). HwRMSD overcomes errors in the initial sequence alignment that would normally propagate into

a standard RMSD overlay. SE can generate a corrected sequence alignment from the improved structural superposition

obtained by wRMSD. HwRMSD’s robust performance and its superiority over standard RMSD are demonstrated over a range

of homologous proteins. Its better overlay results in corrected sequence alignments with good agreement to HOMSTRAD.

Finally, HwRMSD is compared to established structural alignment methods: FATCAT, secondary-structure matching, combi-

natorial extension, and Dalilite. Most methods are comparable at placing residue pairs within 2 Å, but HwRMSD places

many more residue pairs within 1 Å, providing a clear advantage. Such high accuracy is essential in drug design, where

small distances can have a large impact on computational predictions. This level of accuracy is also needed to correct

sequence alignments in an automated fashion, especially for omics-scale analysis. HwRMSD can align homologs with low-

sequence identity and large conformational differences, cases where both sequence-based and structural-based methods may

fail. The HwRMSD pipeline overcomes the dependency of structural overlays on initial sequence pairing and removes the

need to determine the best sequence-alignment method, substitution matrix, and gap parameters for each unique pair of

homologs.
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using an initial sequence alignment or (2) solely through

structural information in a sequence-independent man-

ner. Sequence-based techniques can miss similarity

between homologous proteins with intermediate to low-

sequence identity (twilight zone). Fold-based methods

can identify structural similarity, even between homologs

with divergent sequences, but they can be misleading in

the case of flexible proteins. A technique that combines

the two approaches and overcomes limitations caused by

the protein flexibility would be an ideal choice for super-

imposing homologs. In 2005, a thorough evaluation14 of

six structural comparison techniques—SSAP,15 STRUC-

TAL,16,17 DALI,18 LSQMAN,19 combinatorial extension

(CE),20 and secondary-structure matching (SSM)21

demonstrated many strengths and limitations of current

approaches and the caveats of metrics used for evaluation

and comparison. A more recent review with similar scope

indicated room for improvement of alignments, espe-

cially in proteins with extensive conformational variabili-

ty or structural repetitions.22 Additional reviews of the

field call for combining techniques and using consensus

across several methods to best define a structural com-

parison.2,23,24 Here, we present a structural alignment

method that accounts for protein flexibility and utilizes a

superposition-driven approach to capture structural simi-

larity in a more systematic and intuitive way.

In 2006, we introduced a superposition technique that

overcomes the limitations of protein flexibility25 by

implementing a Gaussian-weighting term into the

RMSD-fit algorithm determined by Kabsch.26 The calcu-

lated weight is directly related to the distance between

two atoms in space. Consequently, atom pairs in close

proximity have a greater weighting than those further

apart, biasing the superposition toward the regions that

remain relatively rigid between conformations. Our

method is the reverse of techniques used for the last 20

years, which perform two steps: (1) identify related sub-

sets of Ca and (2) overlay those related subsets by a

Figure 1
(A) Most methods for superimposing flexible proteins are based on two steps, which involve determining a subset of related atoms and overlaying

the subset using a standard RMSD-fit procedure. Each technique differs in the way that it identifies the related subsets, but in the superposition

step, all of the techniques designate each Ca as ‘‘in’’ or ‘‘out’’ of the calculated fit. (B) Our weighted superposition is based on all Ca. Multiple

solutions can be found where the domains are reflected in the resulting weights and superpositions. Blue and green regions have high weights, align

well, and define a domain. Red regions have low weights and poor agreement in the overlay.
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standard RMSD fit [sRMSD; Fig. 1(A)]. Using our tech-

nique, the overlay defines the domains, rather than the

domains defining the overlay. The resulting weights iden-

tify the domains. As shown in Figure 1(B), the backbones

of two protein conformations are well superimposed in

the blue, high-weight regions but can be seen separately

in the red, low-weight regions. Each solution is based on

a unique domain of the protein and each is an equally

valid overlay. Complete mathematical details of the

weighted RMSD (wRMSD) procedure can be found in

our original study,25 and an abbreviated presentation is

provided in the Supporting Information Material.

In this study, we have coupled our wRMSD technique

with basic sequence alignment algorithms from the

EMBOSS package27 to provide initial alignment of ho-

mologous sequences. Previously, we showed that wRMSD

is more appropriate than sRMSD for superimposing two

conformations of a flexible protein. Here, we show that

this approach is also superior for superimposing flexible

homologs. In cases where the structures of distant homo-

logs are available in only alternate conformations, fold-

based techniques have difficulty. By only weighting regions

of the protein in good structural agreement, our method is

able to overcome errors from (1) the initial atom pairing

resulting from low-sequence identity and (2) large confor-

mational differences.

Once a sufficient overlay is established, the seed exten-

sion (SE) structural alignment algorithm28 lets the

wRMSD superposition dictate a new and improved

sequence alignment. The SE method extends the align-

ment of residue pairs in very close proximity (seeds)

along the protein chain. Many modern structural align-

ment methods combine sequence and structure data in

their alignment procedure. Our method is modular, and

allows the structural information to dominate the super-

position, producing a consistent structural alignment so-

lution. The SE algorithm allows us to then convert the

information from the structural alignment into a cor-

rected sequence alignment. Below, we demonstrate the

robustness of the procedure with respect to initial

sequence alignment, and the ability of the method to

consistently outperform standard superposition. We show

that the final, corrected sequence alignments are in good

agreement with HOMSTRAD.10

We then compare HwRMSD’s performance to that of

several popular structure alignment programs. Based on

the number of residue pairs within 2 Å, most methods

produced similar results. However, HwRMSD superposi-

tions have many more residue pairs within 1 Å. This

level of accuracy is absolutely essential. This level of accu-

racy is needed when correcting sequence alignments in

an automated fashion. A 2-Å offset in aligned a-helices

can result in mis-paired residues, which misleads scien-

tists in analyzing phylogenetic relationships and planning

mutagenesis studies. Finally, drug design requires accu-

racy of 1 Å or better. Any skew in the alignment of the

binding sites can affect the results dramatically, particu-

larly when trying to design ligands specific to one homo-

log over another (i.e., specificity across human kinases).

METHODS

Homologous protein pairs were obtained from the

HOMSTRAD database.10 The protein co-ordinates were

downloaded from the Protein Data Bank (PDB),29 and

the specific protein chains used were dictated by the pair-

ings listed on the HOMSTRAD website. For this study, we

chose to focus on the more difficult cases of homologous

proteins with lower sequence identities (ID) (39–16%).

We examined homolog pairs with <16% ID, but the

sequence alignment algorithms used to obtain an initial

alignment failed in many instances, giving nonsensical

alignments. The alternate structural alignment programs

used in this study also failed with these cases, making

<16% ID a relatively universal cutoff for current methods.

Our technique is performed using Ca co-ordinates,

but it is easily extended to any atom subset. The

HwRMSD procedure consists of three sequential steps:

1. Use a simple sequence alignment to determine an ini-

tial list of paired residues. We call this the initial

sequence alignment.

2. Calculate a wRMSD overlay of the two structures

based on the initial sequence pairing and a wRMSD-

fitting parameter of c 5 5 Å2.

3. Obtain a corrected sequence alignment from the struc-

tural superposition using SE. We call this the final or

corrected sequence alignment.

The program needle, an implementation of the Needle-

man–Wunsch (NW) global alignment from the

EMBOSS27 package, was used to generate the pair-wise

sequence alignment. This alignment determines the resi-

due correspondence between the two proteins, which is

then used to guide the initial structural superposition.

To obtain a sequence alignment from the structural

superposition, SE is used with default parameters.28

Briefly, SE finds ‘‘seed’’ pairs of structurally equivalent

residues from overlaid structures based on their physical

proximity and chemical similarity. Consecutive triplets of

seeds are then extended along the alignment matrix in

both directions using distance and amino acid similarity

to resolve conflicts that arise during the extension of

more than one diagonal.

Robustness

To test the robustness of the method with respect to

initial sequence alignments, water, an implementation of

the local Smith–Waterman (SW) sequence alignment

from EMBOSS,28 was also used. The four different scor-

ing matrices used were BLOSUM50, BLOSUM62,

Homolog wRMSD
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PAM120, and PAM250; each employed its optimal gap-

open and gap-extension penalty parameters: (210,22),

(27,21), (216,24), and (210,22), respectively. The

optimal parameters for each scoring matrix were recom-

mended by the European Bioinformatics Institute.30

For each protein pair, the pair-wise distances between

the superpositions obtained with the same sequence

alignment algorithm and the different parameters were

calculated, and the median of these values was chosen to

represent the similarity of the solutions. The distances

between the superpositions were calculated using a sim-

ple all-atom RMSD measure (not superposition in this

case). In cases such as the PHBD-like proteins (1FOH31

and 1PBE32) and several others, some initial sequence

alignments were too small to be considered reasonable

solution. To avoid such invalid outliers, any solution

with an alignment length of <10 residue pairs was dis-

carded, and the median distance was calculated between

the two or three remaining solutions. Such cases were

mostly in the range of low-sequence identity (<20% ID),

and they illustrate the practical limits of current

approaches.

Comparison

To compare the results of HwRMSD to other tools, we

used the EMBOSS-wrapped implementations of CE,20

FATCAT (flex),33 and the native SSM21 and DaliLite6

servers to perform structural alignments on each struc-

ture pair. Default parameters were used for all structural

alignment methods. For SSM and DaliLite, only the best

alignment solution was considered, based on highest Q-

Score or Z-Score, respectively.

RMSD is a standard way to compare the ‘‘goodness’’

of a structural superposition, but it can be misleading. In

cases where the aligned proteins have large structural var-

iation among multiple domains, the solution with the

lowest RMSD does not necessarily provide the best over-

lay between the most structurally similar domains. The

best superposition of homologous structures should have

the largest number of sequence-aligned residues in close

proximity, even if it is at expense of a large distance

among a few pairs of residues in a flexible domain.

Therefore, we calculated the number of sequence-aligned

residues with Ca within 1 Å to measure the quality of a

structural superposition. Rather than expressing these as

a raw number of residue pairs, we used the percentage of

residue pairs (%Ca � 1 Å) for an even comparison

across proteins of various lengths. The percentage of

pairs within 2 Å (%Ca � 2 Å) was also used as a sec-

ondary, looser criterion.

The accuracy of the HwRMSD-corrected sequence

alignments was evaluated through comparison to the

alignments provided by HOMSTRAD,10 a ‘‘gold stand-

ard’’ for the field. As a first metric, we simply counted

the number of unique residue pairings in common

between the two alignments. This overlap quantified the

extent to which the HwRMSD-corrected sequence align-

ment recapitulates the alignment considered optimal by

HOMSTRAD. However, some disagreement between the

two alignments may come from small errors in HOM-

STRAD. To evaluate that possibility, we turned to our

definition of a good structural overlay as a second met-

ric. If the sequence alignment from HOMSTRAD was

the best possible pairing of the structurally similar resi-

dues, it would produce more sequence pairs within 1 or

2 Å in a superposition generated by wRMSD (i.e.,

higher %Ca � 1 Å and/or %Ca � 2 Å values). Finally,

sequence alignments cannot be strictly defined, and

more than one solution may be equally valid. Equiva-

lent solutions might differ slightly in their residue

pairings, but result in the same %Ca � 1 Å or %Ca �
2 Å.

When comparing the HwRMSD method to the THE-

SEUS structural superposition algorithm,34 we ran the

THESEUS program with the standard sequence align-

ment used by HwRMSD (needle with BLOSUM50 pa-

rameter set). As THESEUS, like the stand-alone wRMSD

method, does not return its own structure-based

sequence alignment, we ran SE on the THESEUS super-

position to generate a THESEUS-corrected sequence

alignment. By ‘‘plugging in’’ THESEUS in this way into

our pipeline, we can directly compare the effect of the

wRMSD structural superposition with that of an alternate

superposition from THESEUS.

PyMOL35 was used for visualization and the creation

of figures for this manuscript.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

HwRMSD for superimposing homologous
proteins and correcting their sequence
alignments

Aligning proteins with high-sequence identity is

straightforward, so for this study, we chose to focus on

the more difficult cases of homologous proteins in the

low to intermediate range (39–16% ID), as listed in Table

I (for more details, see Supporting Information Table 1).

In our previous study,25 we were able to show an

improved superposition of two conformations of the

chaperonin protein GroEL, which undergoes a large con-

formational change between the bound and the apo

forms (PDB29 codes 1AON36 and 1OEL,37 respectively).

In Figure 2, we use this system again to demonstrate the

potential difficulties of fitting homologous, flexible pro-

teins. With our technique, either conformation of GroEL

can be appropriately superimposed to the bound form of

its archaeal homolog, the thermosome (1A6E38). The

easier case of fitting the two bound conformations is

shown in Figure 2(A,B) which indicates the more diffi-

cult comparison of the bound form of the thermosome

N.A. Khazanov et al.
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Table I
Homologous Protein Pairs Obtained from the HOMSTRAD Database and the Performance of sRMSD and wRMSD Superposition to Bring Paired

Residues into Close Proximitya

Homolog proteins and PDB IDs %ID

%Ca � 2 � %Ca � 1 �

sRMSD (%) wRMSD (%) sRMSD (%) wRMSD (%)

Serine/threonine phosphatase FJM and 1TCO 39 80.00 84.4 40.34 66.1
Glutathione synthase 1M0W and 2HGS 37 64.48 65.8 39.11 43.1
Interferon 1AU1 and 1ITF 35 35.93 60.5 6.59 25.7
Adenosylmethionine decarboxylase 1I7B and 1MHM 33 74.03 76.0 40.91 47.1
Clostridial neurotoxin zinc protease 1EPW and 3BTA 31 52.74 60.7 12.48 34.6
Sulfatase 1AUK and 1FSU 29 60.8 60.8 35.6 40.9
Translation initiation factor 1AP8 and 1EJH 29 23.76 35.4 3.31 13.3
Protocatechuate-3,4-dioxygenase 3PCG (chain A) and 3PCG (chain M) 28 24.88 62.2 5.97 46.3
Aminotransferase 1A3G and 5DAA 27 82.01 85.6 39.93 51.8
SpoU rRNA methylase 1IPA and 1GZ0 26 15.23 48.6 2.47 27.6
FMN oxidoreductase 1OYC and 2TMD 25 35.78 59.5 9.97 29.0
Queuine tRNA-ribosyltransferase 1IQ8 and 1K4G 25 63.99 69.3 16.96 25.6
tRNA synthestase 1GLN and 1QTQ 24 12.38 51.7 1.86 23.2
DNA methylase 1BOO and 2ENT 23 3.32 63.5 0.00 41.0
DNA topoisomerase 1AB4 and 1BJT 22 29.72 40.6 4.88 14.0
Pyridoxal-phosphate enzymes 1TDJ and 2TYS 21 33.63 49.5 4.20 14.7
Iron/ascorbate oxidoreductase 1BK0 and 1DCS 20 34.29 47.1 8.93 15.7
Molybdopterin dehydrogenase 1FFV and 1FO4 19 51.39 61.5 13.19 28.8
Spliceosomal Protein, Internalin B 1A9N and 1D0B 19 24.54 40.5 0.61 23.3
Asp/Glu/Hydantoin racemase 1B74 and 1JFL 18 17.47 41.0 1.75 15.7
Polysaccharide lyase 1CB8 and 1EGU 18 36.01 50.5 7.40 18.6
PHBH-like proteins 1FOH and 1PBE 17 3.32 43.6 0.26 12.8
Adaptin, clathrin appendage domain 1E42 and 1QTS 16 6.41 29.1 0.43 9.8

aSequence pairings for the %Ca calculations were obtained from SE after the superposition step.

Figure 2
Chaperonin family (20.8% ID). Most techniques would readily identify the similarity between the thermosome and the GroEL in the similar bound

conformation, but they may not identify its similarity with the apo conformation of GroEL. (A) wRMSD superposition of the bound conformation

of GroEL36 (thick, colored lines) onto the homologous thermosome38 (thin, black lines). Light gray regions of GroEL indicate residues within gaps

in the alignment. (B) wRMSD fit of the apo conformation of GroEL37 (thick, colored lines) onto its homolog thermosome (thin, gray lines).

Homolog wRMSD
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to the apo form of GroEL. The superpositions are col-

ored by weight of the aligned pairs of Ca atoms, with

higher weights indicating closer proximity and stronger

structural similarity. It is obvious that a sRMSD overlay

would be badly skewed in the case of Figure 2(B).

Figure 3 provides a thorough illustration of how spe-

cific errors in an initial sequence alignment are overcome

by weighted superposition and corrected by HwRMSD

owing to structural similarity. This example is based on

homologs from the SpoU rRNA methylase family with

26% ID (1GZ039 and 1IPA40). Figure 3(A) shows the

initial global NW sequence alignment using default pa-

rameters (BLOSUM50), and the resulting standard and

weighted superpositions are shown in Figure 3(B,C). The

final, corrected sequence alignment generated by SE is

shown in Figure 3(D). Any residue pairs that received a

weight of 0.5 or greater from the wRMSD calculation are

noted with an asterisk. Residue pairings in regions of

Figure 3
SpoU rRNA methylase family (26% ID). (A) NW sequence alignment of 1IPA40 and 1GZ039 using default parameters. Lower case represents

sequence dis-similarity, and gaps are shown with dashes. The underlined region notes domain 1, yellow represents a-helices, purple represents

b-sheets, and boxes represent misaligned residues corresponding to the labeled a-helix and b-sheet in (B) and (C). Atom pairs with a weighting

of 50% or greater in the wRMSD calculation are noted with asterisks. (B) Standard superposition superpositions of 1GZ0 (colored ribbon) onto

1IPA (black ribbon) obtained using the initial sequence alignment (from A), colored by weight. (C) Weighted superposition obtained from the

same initial sequence alignment. (D) SE sequence alignment based on the wRMSD superposition, which now corrects the alignment of the

secondary structure elements based on their spatial proximity in (C).

N.A. Khazanov et al.
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good structural agreement will be heavily weighted in the

wRMSD calculation and drive the superposition.

Protein regions that have been brought into close spa-

tial proximity, despite low weights, indicate potentially

incorrect pairings in the sequence. The underlined region

of the sequence alignment in Figure 3(A,D) corresponds

to a flexible domain between the proteins; as would be

expected, none of these residues was significantly

weighted to contribute to the superposition. The black

boxes in Figure 3(A) indicate two regions of incorrect

atom pairing. The first is owing to a gap placement (in

1IPA) and corresponds to the mis-aligned residues of the

denoted H8 a-helix in Figure 3(B,C). However, after the

weighted superposition, they are brought into close spa-

tial proximity, and the final sequence alignment obtained

by SE eliminates the gap to produce a correct pairing as

evidenced by the high weights [Fig. 3(C)]. The b-sheet,

shown in Figure 3(C,D), is also a misalignment that is

overcome by the wRMSD superposition.

HwRMSD was developed to overcome errors in

sequence alignment, but it can also overcome unexpected

programming bugs. Some of the errors in Figure 3 are

caused by the default behavior of the Biopython parser41

used to pull sequence information from the coordinates in

the PDB files, which omits modified methionine residues.

Some parsers ignore nonstandard amino acids (listed as

HETATOMs), and in the 1GZ0 structure, seven methio-

nines have been replaced with selenomethionine to aid in

solving the structure. The wRMSD superposition overrides

the ambiguity, and the final alignment correctly pairs the

b-sheet residues (with selenomethionine present in the

sequence this time, thanks in part to SE parsing the struc-

ture correctly). Although this is easily rectified program-

matically, we have used the omission to serve as an exam-

ple of additional and unexpected sources of error.

Correction of an alignment is made possible by the

powerful combination of wRMSD-generated superposi-

tion and the ‘‘SE’’ algorithm used by SE to obtain a

sequence alignment from a pair of protein structures.

The SE method makes no inference about secondary

structure elements of the aligned structures and considers

residue similarity only for tie-breaking. Additionally, the

algorithm extends from a number of small ‘‘seed’’ pair-

ings, and hence there are no gap penalties and no global

cost optimization—two factors that are present in many

structural alignment algorithms. The absence of these

heuristics makes the SE algorithm a true What-You-See-

Is-What-You-Get method for translating a structural

superposition into a sequence alignment, and thus, it is a

perfect fit for the HwRMSD protocol.

HwRMSD overlays are more robust than
standard superpositions

Standard superposition is sensitive to the initial align-

ment, and incorrectly paired residues skew the result

even in cases where large structure similarity in a protein

domain is visually obvious. The weighted superposition

converges to a consistent result even when a wide variety

of initial alignments are used, allowing regions of the

structure in closest proximity—such as large similar

domains—to drive the superposition. To demonstrate the

limitation of sRMSD superposition, we examined the de-

pendence of the resulting overlay on the initial sequence

alignment by varying the initial alignments used to gen-

erate the superposition. We chose the canonical imple-

mentation of global NW and local SW algorithms to per-

form the initial sequence alignments, and varied their pa-

rameters by using four different scoring matrices and gap

penalties. For each test case, each of the sequence align-

ments was used to generate a standard and weighted

superposition.

Figure 4 uses DNA methylase homologs38,39 (23%

ID) to visually show how the sRMSD superpositions are

noticeably different when varying the parameters for

sequence alignment [Fig. 4(A)]. As immediately visible, a

standard overlay is extremely sensitive to the residue cor-

respondence established by the initial sequence alignment

(average RMSD distance among solutions �3 Å). Con-

versely, the multiple wRMSD-superposition solutions are

indistinguishable by eye [Fig. 4(B)] irrespective of the

initial sequence alignment parameters (average RMSD

distances among solutions �0.25 Å). Although variation

in the sRMSD solutions would result in different struc-

ture-based sequence alignments from SE, all the wRMSD

solutions generate the same corrected SE sequence align-

ment.

Overall, we found that wRMSD is relatively insensitive

to small variations in the initial sequence alignment.

Across our entire test set, the use of weighted superposi-

tion overcomes the variation in atom-pairing arising

from the different sequence-alignment parameters to give

a more consistent structural comparison for each test

case except one (Supporting Information Table 2). This

demonstrates the robustness of the wRMSD superposi-

tion algorithm as a tool able to generate consistent struc-

tural superpositions as part of the HwRMSD protocol,

regardless of the chosen proteins.

The NW alignment with a BLOSUM50 matrix pro-

duced the most appropriate alignments over all the test

cases (data not shown). Although similar alignments

were also obtained from BLOSUM62 and PAM250 with

both NW and SW, the cases where the alignments failed

or were too short for an initial alignment were more fre-

quent. Given its reliable performance, the NW BLOSUM50

sequence alignment has been defined as the default initial

alignment for HwRMSD.

The greatest difficulties were found when using

PAM120 in both SW and NW alignments, which was

expected because this matrix is the least appropriate

choice for distant homologs. Furthermore, the PAM120

matrix is coupled with the most severe gap penalty

Homolog wRMSD
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(216) of the four parameter sets tested; it produced

alignments with very few gaps when used with the global

NW method and extremely short alignments with the

local SW method. There were a few cases where the

wRMSD superposition was not able to overcome the

sequence alignment errors and the superposition was not

an improvement over a sRMSD overlay. For example, in

the case of spliceosomal protein42 and internalin B43

(1A9N and 1D0B) the NW PAM120 alignment produced

a significantly different superposition. Similarly, in the

case of the adaptin44 and clathrin45 appendage domains

(1E42 and 1QTS), the SW PAM120 alignment produced

an outlier superposition (a distance of �7 Å, RMSD,

from other solutions). These poorly aligned protein pairs

are in the <20% sequence identity range.

HwRMSD overlays provide better structural
comparisons than standard superpositions

A consistent superposition is useful only if it is also an

improved superposition. In Figure 4, the fraction of

aligned Ca pairs closer than 2 Å is 3–4% for the sRMSD

superpositions, and no pairs are within 1 Å. Conversely,

64% of the pairs from the wRMSD superposition are

within 2 Å, and 41% are within 1 Å. This improvement

is particularly prominent in the core region, which is

structurally conserved between the homologous proteins.

To compare the quality of sRMSD versus wRMSD

superpositions directly, the numbers of aligned residues

within 2 and 1 Å were tallied for all protein sets based

on the best sequence alignment (NW with the BLO-

SUM50 parameter set). In all cases, the percentage of

sequence-aligned Ca pairs in close proximity is greater

for the wRMSD superpositions (Table I). Like Figure 3,

the results in Table I suggest that the wRMSD-based sol-

utions achieve better alignments of structurally similar

protein regions. The solutions have also been examined

visually to confirm the improvements.

To test whether the use of wRMSD within our three-

step pipeline is comparable to other weighted superposi-

tion methods, we compared our results to those gener-

ated using THESEUS34 for the superposition. The THE-

SEUS results were generated by plugging in THESEUS

instead of wRMSD into the HwRMSD protocol. This

focused the comparison on the performance of the super-

position step, all other steps being equal. THESEUS does

not include a sequence alignment step, nor is it specifi-

cally for homologs, and hence its incorporation into our

pipeline is appropriate and consistent with its develop-

ment as a superposition tool.34 The results were almost

identical with perhaps a slight advantage for wRMSD

(first versus last columns in Supporting Information Ta-

ble 3). The wRMSD-based solutions resulted in higher

%Ca<2Å in 21 out of the 23 cases, but the results of the

two approaches never differed by more than 4%. For the

%Ca<1Å metric, the differences between the two meth-

ods became even more slight, with roughly a half-and-

half split between cases being fit slightly better by

wRMSD or THESEUS. The one exception was the test

pair of 1FOH and 1PB3, for which the THESEUS algo-

rithm failed to execute. The similarity of results suggests

that the superpositions resulting from wRMSD compare

Figure 4
DNA methylase family (23% ID). Weighted structural superpositions are nearly independent of the sequence alignment method, but standard

superpositions are greatly affected. (A) Overlays of 2ENT (black ribbon) to 1BOO49 (colored ribbons) from standard superpositions based on seven

different sequence alignments. (B) The seven weighted superpositions of 2ENT to 1BOO, based on the same sequence alignments converge on the

same solution.
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well to those of THESEUS, and that in general, any good

weighted-superposition method can lead to robust struc-

tural superposition solutions and corrected sequence

alignments in our pipeline.

Validation of HwRMSD-corrected sequence
alignments

HwRMSD provided superior structural superpositions,

and it was important to demonstrate that it resulted in

improved sequence alignments from SE. We compared

the final, corrected HwRMSD sequence alignments to

those provided by HOMSTRAD, the database from which

our homolog pairs were sourced. Table II lists the num-

ber of residue pairs in common between the HwRMSD

(NW with the BLOSUM50 parameter set) and the HOM-

STRAD sequence alignments. Only four cases resulted in

the fraction of aligned residue pairs being <80%. In the

case of Spliceosomal Protein and Internalin B (ID 19%),

there were no residue pairs in common in the alignment,

yet both alignments demonstrated structural correspon-

dence, indicating a case where multiple yet distinct solu-

tions are possible. The repeating sheet-helix domains of

these proteins demonstrate a case where an initial align-

ment off by a unit of the repeating region may generate

a distinct solution with a reasonable structural correspon-

dence and RMSD, a case where the single ‘‘correct’’ align-

ment may not exist.

Considering that the HOMSTRAD structural align-

ments were extensively curated by hand, HwRMSD align-

ments do very well to recapitulate the structural corre-

spondence in a completely automated manner without

parameter tweaking. Furthermore, Table III summarizes

that the HOMSTRAD and HwRMSD-corrected sequence

alignments result in the same structural superpositions

with wRMSD. In many cases, the HwRMSD-corrected

sequences result in very minor improvements, typically

�5 additional residue pairs within 2 Å. In the case of

1M0W and 2HGS (36% ID), HOMSTRAD has an

advantage of nine more residue pairs within 2 Å, and in

the case of 1E42 and 1QTS (16% ID), HwRMSD has an

advantage of 13 more residue pairs. As discussed in the

METHODS section, sequence alignments cannot be

strictly defined, and more than one solution may be

equally valid. We show that the two alignments are

equivalent solutions with nearly the same %Ca � 1 Å

and %Ca � 2 Å. Of course, this focuses on the regions

where the greatest structural similarity is seen, and

HOMSTRAD may have an advantage in other regions

(Local HwRMSD alignments section).

Of course, there may be situations where it is difficult

to obtain an appropriate superposition with the weighted

fitting, for example, when a protein is large and has mul-

tiple domains. If two different initial sequence alignments

obtain residue pairings each focused on a different do-

main, rather than spanning entire protein structure, then

the weighted superpositions may not converge to the

same solution (Local HwRMSD alignments section).

Another such case is when there is too little sequence or

structural similarity, but this is when most comparison

methods breakdown. For the test cases employed in this

study, the sequence alignment tools broke down at

�16% ID, returning sporadic aligned segments that were

too short and too infrequent. Homologs with so little

sequence similarity are notoriously difficult to align,46

but it may be possible in some cases to compare them

using methods based on structural information such as

geometric comparisons of folds.47 However, these techni-

ques would be successful only when there is little struc-

tural variation or flexibility. Techniques such as wRMSD

are absolutely required for large structural variation.

Comparison of HwRMSD to other
structural alignment solutions

Finally, we compared HwRMSD to other popular

structural alignment methods. The structural alignments

from CE, FATCAT, SSM, and Dalilite were used for com-

parison, all generated using the same set of test pairs and

Table II
Correspondence Between HOMSTRAD and HwRMSD Sequence

Alignments with the Percentage Calculated with Respect to

HOMSTRAD Alignment

Homolog proteins
and PDB IDs %ID

# Pairs \
HOMSTRAD

% Pairs \
HOMSTRAD

1FJM and 1TCO 39 271 95.09
1M0W and 2HGS 37 422 92.14
1AU1 and 1ITF 35 144 89.44
1I7B and 1MHM 33 274 94.48
1EPW and 3BTA 31 461 88.82
1AUK and 1FSU 29 378 84.19
1AP8 and 1EJH 29 129 73.71
3PCG (chain A) and
3PCG (chain M)

28 143 78.14

1A3G and 5DAA 27 268 100.00
1IPA and 1GZ0 26 NAa NAa

1OYC and 2TMD 25 292 87.95
1IQ8 and 1K4G 25 312 93.98
1GLN and 1QTQ 24 251 92.96
1BOO and 2ENT 23 203 84.23
1AB4 and 1BJT 22 355 82.18
1TDJ and 2TYS 21 265 82.04
1BK0 and 1DCS 20 224 86.49
1FFV and 1FO4 19 274 96.14
1A9N and 1D0B 19 0b 0.00b

1B74 and 1JFL 18 144 68.57
1CB8 and 1EGU 18 256 84.49
1FOH and 1PBE 17 297 80.05
1E42 and 1QTS 16 91 41.74

aThe HOMSTRAD alignment for this protein pair was missing the multiple MSE

residues present in the 1GZ0 structure, and hence we could not automatically and

directly compare the two alignments without introducing modifications into the

structure or alignment (see discussion of Fig. 3 in the text).
bIn the case of Spliceosomal protein and internalin B (ID 19%), a repeating

sheet-helix domain in both proteins allowed for alternate superpositions, where

the two proteins were shifted relative to one another by one repeating segment of

the sheet-helix coil. Both superpositions maintained a high structural correspon-

dence although their alignments were distinct.
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default parameters. Some methods are based on minimiz-

ing an RMSD measure; ours is made to maximize a

weighting metric. The number of atoms in close proximity

is the most intuitive metric for comparing structural align-

ments, resulting from a diverse set of algorithms. Figure 5

shows the performance of HwRMSD against the four

methods, as evaluated by %Ca within 1 and 2 Å (more

details are found in Supporting Information Table 3).

Note that the percentages were calculated based on the

shortest protein because that is the maximum number of

actual matched pairs possible for each homologous pair.

In a prevailing trend, the performance of all algorithms

decreases with diminishing sequence identity, indicating

a general reduction in structural similarity [Fig. 5(A,B)].

Several pairs of homologs, such as the phosphatases

1FJM and 1TCO (39% ID) and the two chains from the

aminotransferases structure 1A3G and 5DAA (27% ID)

are aligned well by all methods, with �86 and �89% of

the aligned residues within 2 Å, respectively [Fig. 5(A)].

Conversely, some protein pairs have few residue pairs

within 2 Å (<50%), regardless of the method. Note that

the percentage of closely aligned pairs is measured with

respect to the number of residues in the shorter protein,

but the alignment length in each system is shown in Fig-

ure 5(C) so that the reader can compare details in the

performance of the various methods with the various

systems.

HwRMSD showed great versatility with a solid per-

formance across all of the different test cases [Fig. 5(A)].

The %Ca < 2Å for HwRMSD was always close to the

mean of the other solutions, and it has the second lowest

standard deviation across the test cases (after FATCAT),

signifying a lack of particularly poor solutions. In fact,

HwRMSD performed best or second best in three of the

more challenging cases in this test set—1AUK and 1FSU

(29% ID), 1GZ0 and 1IPA (26% ID) and 1E42 and

1QTS (16%ID). On average, FATCAT performed best in

terms of the %Ca < 2Å metric, with an average of

59.76% pairs in proximity among the 23 test cases.

HwRMSD, CE, and SSM having comparably high aver-

ages of 58.87, 57.74, and 58.6%, respectively [Fig. 5(A)].

Dalilite tended to produce the solutions with the lowest

%Ca < 2Å, 50.85% on average. Several test cases were

difficult for certain methods, with the SSM algorithm

performing poorly on the 1AU1 and 1ITF interferon

case, and Dalilite on the dioxygenase 3CPG test case.

Below 20% sequence identity, the results of the

algorithms varied more widely, indicating that perhaps

no one solution was an obvious ‘‘right’’ answer for the

structural alignment.

Table III
Comparison of HOMSTRAD Sequence Alignment and HwRMSD Correct Sequence Alignment to Bring Paired Residues into Close Proximity with

wRMSD Superpositions

Homolog proteins
and PDB IDs %ID

HOMSTRAD
%Ca � 2 � (%)

HwRMSD
%Ca � 2 � (%)

HOMSTRAD
%Ca � 1 � (%)

HwRMSD
%Ca � 1 � (%)

1FJM & 1TCO 39 84.1 84.4 66.1 66.1
1M0W & 2HGS 37 67.7 65.8 44.8 43.1
1AU1 & 1ITF 35 59.9 60.5 25.7 25.7
1I7B & 1MHM 33 75.3 76.0 47.1 47.1
1EPW & 3BTA 31 59.9 60.7 34.2 34.6
1AUK & 1FSU 29 60.4 60.8 40.7 40.9
1AP8 & 1EJH 29 35.4 35.4 13.3 13.3
3PCG (chain A) &
3PCG (chain M)

28 60.2 62.2 45.77 46.3

1A3G & 5DAA 27 85.6 85.6 51.8 51.8
1IPA & 1GZ0 26 NAa 48.6 NAa 27.6
1OYC & 2TMD 25 59.5 59.5 29.0 29.0
1IQ8 & 1K4G 25 69.3 69.3 25.6 25.6
1GLN & 1QTQ 24 51.7 51.7 23.2 23.2
1BOO & 2ENT 23 62.0 63.5 40.6 41.0
1AB4 & 1BJT 22 39.7 40.6 14.0 14.0
1TDJ & 2TYS 21 49.5 49.5 14.7 14.7
1BK0 & 1DCS 20 45.4 47.1 15.7 15.7
1FFV & 1FO4 19 61.8 61.5 28.8 28.8
1A9N & 1D0B 19 0.0b 40.5 0.0b 23.3
1B74 & 1JFL 18 40.2 41.0 15.3 15.7
1CB8 & 1EGU 18 50.2 50.5 18.6 18.6
1FOH & 1PBE 17 43.6 43.6 12.8 12.8
1E42 & 1QTS 16 23.5 29.1 8.5 9.8

aThe HOMSTRAD alignment for this protein pair was missing the multiple MSE residues present in the 1GZ0 structure, and so we could not automatically and directly

compare the two alignments without introducing modifications into the structure or alignment (see discussion of Figure 3 in the text).
bIn the case of Splicesosomal Protein and Internalin B (ID 19%), a repeating sheet-helix domain in both proteins allowed for alternate superpositions, where the two

proteins were shifted relative to one another by one repeating segment of the sheet-helix coil. The HOMSTRAD alignment was based on one superposition, while the

wRMSD superposition was a distinctly different solution, shifted by one repeating sheet-helix segment. The number of atom pairs in close structural proximity was thus

very limited (most pairs > 4 Å apart).
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The particular strength of the HwRMSD method can

best be demonstrated with the more stringent %Ca < 1Å

metric. HwRMSD provides the highest fraction of residue

pairs within 1 Å across the majority of the test cases

[Fig. 5(B)]. This is especially significant considering the

relative variation in performance seen in other methods,

Figure 5
(A) Alignment results of HwRMSD (using BLOSUM50 global NW alignment) compared to other structural alignment programs using the

percentage of aligned residues within 2 Å. (B) HwRMSD results compared to other structural alignment programs using the percentage of aligned

residues within 1 Å. The fraction of pairs was calculated with respect to the shortest protein chain of the pair. (C) The number of residue pairs

aligned in each structural alignment solution for each test case.
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with none consistently outperforming the others.

Although most methods look roughly equivalent in Fig-

ure 5(A), Figure 5(B) shows the kind of precision that

HwRMSD provides. This superior performance in

%Ca<1Å is particularly important when the structural

superposition is used to correct the sequence alignment in

an automated fashion. As SE, as part of the HwRMSD

pipeline, relies on proximity of paired residue to generate

a corrected sequence alignment, residues that are 2 Å

away or farther may still get inappropriately paired in the

final sequence alignment. This chance is significantly

reduced for paired residues 1 Å apart. HwRMSD pro-

duces the greatest fraction of such pairs; therefore, it is

more likely to generate a corrected sequence alignment

that represents the true structural correspondence.

Local HwRMSD alignments

The alignment and superposition of some homolo-

gous pairs may have multiple solutions, especially if

there are multiple similar domains that move relative to

one another (such as in the case of an apo versus holo

structure). The wRMSD algorithm can explore alternate

multiple alignments by using a ‘‘local’’ superposition

where subsets of the initial sequence alignment are used

to produce multiple, weighted superpositions. The local

alignment option is built into the current implementa-

tion of wRMSD, and the local alignment functionality is

extensively described in the previous wRMSD publica-

tion.25

By using only small segments of the sequence align-

ment, the weighing is initially focused upon a portion of

the structure, allowing structural similarities that would

have been washed out in the global alignment to possibly

drive the weighted superposition. The alternate solutions

can then be ranked by weights to choose the best of these

‘‘local’’ alignments. Use of this application might help to

create better agreement with HOMSTRAD in regions

outside the largest structural similarities. We plan to pur-

sue this in the future. It is more difficult to stitch to-

gether multiple superpositions and multiple sequence

alignments to create a consensus view of comparing

homologs. At this point, it is most important to show

that the primary solution is valid and an improvement

over existing techniques.

CONCLUSIONS

We have now coupled our wRMSD method into a

three-step pipeline with a sequence alignment and SE

algorithm. Our method is capable of preferentially select-

ing out the regions with the best structural agreement

between homologous proteins and generating a superpo-

sition that can identify significant similarities and differ-

ences. The SE algorithm then generates a ‘‘corrected’’

sequence alignment based on the improved superposi-

tion. This algorithm combination, referred to as

HwRMSD, provides a flexible and transparent structure

alignment method. The HwRMSD technique can be

used to superimpose homologs with low-sequence iden-

tity and large conformational differences, an area where

both sequence-based and structure-based methods may

fail.

Employing homologs in the range of intermediate to

low-sequence identity, we have shown that applying a

weighting term can generate a better, more consistent

overlay than standard superposition. Unlike sRMSD,

HwRMSD can overcome the dependence of a structural

superposition on the initial sequence alignment used to

determine the appropriate Ca pairs and results in a

robust structural alignment. Conserved regions of the

structures are heavily weighted; thus, errors made in the

initial sequence alignment are relatively discounted. The

corrected alignments are not only robust but also corre-

spond well to structure/sequence similarity, as deter-

mined by comparison to the curated alignments in the

HOMSTRAD database. The wRMSD technique does not

require prior knowledge of any protein system, and it

removes the need to determine the best alignment

method or parameters for each application. HwRMSD

performs better than other structural alignment tools in

closely superimposing protein regions of high structural

similarity and generating structural alignments that rep-

resent that similarity. Our technique is also modular,

allowing the user to control and interpret the superposi-

tion and alignment results at the individual steps of the

structural alignment process—the initial alignment, the

superposition, and the final structural alignment.

Of course, we must note that our tool, like any other,

will breakdown when sequence or structural similarity is

too low. We next aim to use this technique to align pro-

tein structures in our BindingMOAD database48 to char-

acterize ligand recognition across homologous families of

protein structures.
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